
Недвижимость в Турции у Моря
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Apartment in the luxury complex of Antalya

Antalya

Konut Türü Ref. Id Salon Kaç Metrekare Toplam Metrekare Fiyat

Apartment NJP-959623 135 sq. m 0 sq. m Fiayt Sorunuz

Odalı Bonyolu Zemin/zeminler Mobilyalı İlan Tarihi

2 2 2/9 hayır June 19, 2020



Açıklama

2+1 135 M2 Oraza Park Residence is a new modern project combining the latest construction and design technologies, the 

highest quality standards, the most modern infrastructure, a luxurious location on the first line of the Mediterranean in the 

prestigious area of Liman / Konyaalti, a gorgeous view of the sea, mountains and beautiful Antalya. The apartments of the most 

popular and modern layout of 2 + 1 meet the highest requirements, the automated "smart house" system will make your living 

absolutely carefree. Heated floors, a system that monitors the temperature, the insulation of windows and walls, the ceiling 

cooling system - comfort and coziness is guaranteed at any time of the year. The proposed apartment of 2 + 1 layout with a total 

area of 135 m2 is located on the 2nd floor. Layout of the apartment: living room with panoramic windows and access to the 

balcony, spacious kitchen, separated from the living room shelves, 2 bedrooms, two bathrooms, dressing room in one of the 

bedrooms. In the residential complex:  ∀ Swimming pool of 400 m2  ∀ Indoor swimming pool of 102 m2  ∀ Decoratively landscaped 

area with automatic irrigation system  ∀ Sauna  ∀ Fitness Centre  ∀ Covered parking  ∀ Underground parking  ∀ Recharging system for 

electric cars  ∀ Generator  ∀ Water purification system  ∀ CCTV Cameras  ∀ 24-hour security  ∀ Reception  ∀ Alarm system  ∀ Generator In 

the apartment:  ∀ Smart home system  ∀ Heated floors in all rooms  ∀ Built-in kitchen furniture  ∀ Hob / Oven / Cooker hood  ∀ Kitchen 

and bathrooms for special design  ∀ Built-in wardrobes and shelving in the hallway and kitchen  ∀ Separate dressing room  ∀ Two 

bathrooms with all plumbing fixtures   ∀  Ceiling cooling system   ∀  Heat and sound insulation of windows and exterior walls   ∀ 

External blinds with electric drive • Gas heating system • Temperature control system
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